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Remove a Worker

There are two ways to remove a Worker 
from the Worker Register:

Archive Worker. This removes the 
Worker from the Worker Register, but 
keeps a copy of their data should it be 
required in the future. This is the 
recommended method of removing a 
Worker.

Delete the Worker. This removes the 
Worker from the Worker Register and 
deletes all data relating to the Worker. 
Note: Your organisation may have 
disabled this feature

In this guide we will focus on the 
recommended Archive method.

Introduction



Remove a Worker

Archiving a Worker is done via the 
Worker Register. This is found under 
People in the menu bar.

The Worker Register shows all current 
Workers within the organisation, along 
with key information about each 
individual Worker.

Worker Register

‘Worker Register’



Remove a Worker

Prior to following this procedure, ensure 
you have deallocated any PPE that may 
have been assigned to the Worker, and if 
a Final Medical examination has been 
carried out, update this in the Medical 
tab.

Help with these procedures is available in 
the Support Portal.

Prerequisites



Remove a Worker

Locate the Worker in the register and 
click ’Actions’.

Note that an ’Archive’ option appears, but 
is initially greyed-out.

The employment ceased-date must be 
recorded before this option is available.

To record this, select ’Edit’.

Edit Worker



Remove a Worker

In the Employee Information section of 
the Worker Details tab, tick the 
Employment Ceased check-box, and 
enter the date that the employment was 
ceased either by typing it directly into the 
field, or by selecting it from the calendar.

Once entered, click ’Save Worker’.

Record Cease Date



Remove a Worker

You’re now returned to the Worker 
Register.

To complete the procedure, click 
’Actions’, then ’Archive’ and confirm that 
you’re sure to commit the action.

The Worker record is now archived, 
meaning the Worker has been removed 
from the Worker Register, but data has 
been saved should it need to be restored.

Archive Worker



Remove a Worker

If you’ve made a mistake or you need to 
restore a Worker for any reason, it’s easy 
to unarchive a Worker.

To locate an archived Worker:

Click ’Show Archived People’ in the Filters 
sidebar.

Supply some of the Worker’s detail as a 
search term (e.g. Name, Employee No.).

Then, click ’Apply’.

Unarchive Worker



Remove a Worker

With the Archived Worker now located, 
click ’Actions’, then ’Unarchive’.

The Worker record is now restored to the 
Worker Register.

Unarchive Worker cont.




